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DE'ANDRE

HUNTER

VIRGINIA

#12
PLAYER PHOTO

G/F

RS - FRESHMAN

6'7"

222
SCOUTING REPORT

3/9/18 - UVA 64 Clemson 58

9 points, 4 rebounds (1 off, 3 def), 1 assists, 1 turnovers, 1 steals, 1
blocks, 4-6 FGs, 1-2 3PTs, 0-3 FTs in 20 min

NOTES

SUMMARY

+

can defend on the block out to the
three point line

+

capable midrange and three-point
shooter

+
+
+
0
-

De'Andre is young, but shows flashes of offensive and defensive
potential. He is still employed in limited use, but his 20 minutes
disruptive defender
were rather productive. He is a good defender, with impressive
lateral and vertical speed allowing him to move between the block
and the 3 point line. He has a nice shooting stroke, and hit a deep
capable ballhandler
midrange 2 from the corner as well as a three-pointer later on. He
also possesses the ability to get to the rim, but he was rather
can get to the bucket and generate
reserved in doing so. Over time, he will grow into his offensive
contact
arsenal, but he is limited by his decision making at this point. His
can unleash more offensive shot
impact comes mainly on the defensive end, where he should be
creation
credited with two steals. On a breakaway, he failed to show elite
speed or athleticism, but he stumbled so I won't make too much of
slower release on shot
it. For his size and IQ, he should be better on the offensive glass, as
he was often pushed out of the way by Skara of Clemson. Overall,
needs to be smarter defensively he is young, but has a promising future with his defensive potential
and foul less
and having only scratcehd the surfact of where his offensive
weaponry could go.
needs to be stronger on offensive
rebounds
lacks explosive speed

